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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 My full name is Alison McLaughlin.  My experience and qualifications are 

set out in my evidence in chief dated 4 February 2016.  

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person. The Council, as my 

employer, has agreed to me giving expert evidence on its behalf in 

accordance with my duties under the Code of Conduct. 

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the evidence in chief filed 

by the following submitters on 17 February 2016: 

 

(a) Mr Purves for Lyttelton Port Company Ltd (LPC) (#2367). 

 
2.2 I record for completeness that I have also read and considered the 

evidence provided by the following submitters on the same date: 

 

(a) Mr Willis for the Crown (#3721). 

 

2.3 This evidence includes the following attachments: 

 
(a) Attachment A: Revised Proposal 

 
2.4 The relevant part of my evidence in chief on this matter, dated 4 February 

2016, is at section 4 of that evidence. 

 
 
3. ANDREW PURVES ON BEHALF OF LYTTELTON PORT COMPANY #2367 

 

3.1 Mr Purves raises a number of issues and questions relating to the change 

proposed in my evidence in chief to the activity specific standard for 
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6.3.2.2.1 outdoor artifical lighting. The rebuttal evidence of Mr McKensey 

addresses the following issues: 

 

(a) how the lighting environments, zones, and luminous intensity 

standards were established and whether they are appropriate in 

Industrial and Residential zones; 

(b) how the standards will be measured, assessed and monitored; 

(c) how the 10pm curfew accommodates 24 hour activities; and 

(d) whether there should be an exemption for sensor triggered 

security lights.  

 

3.2 This evidence addresses the remainder of the issues: 

 

(a) what issues are the standards seeking to address;  

(b) operative plan provisions and the extent of complaints; 

(c) residential activities in non-residential zones; 

(d) reverse sensitivity; 

(e) clarity of preamble to Rule 6.3.2.3.2; 

(f) extent of glare issue in road corridor; and 

(g) scope of the provisions. 

 

What issues are the standards seeking to address / operative plan provisions 

and the extent of complaints? 

 

3.3 Paragraph 17 of Mr Purves' evidence notes that the Council's Section 32 

report for Proposal 6 has not been updated following amendments to the 

proposed provisions through evidence in chief. Mr Purves identifies four 

particular aspects he considers should have been addressed following 

those amendments.  This evidence will address those at his paragraph 

17.1 and 17.4. The evidence of Mr McKensey addresses paragraphs 17.2 

and 17.3.  

 

3.4 In relation to paragraph 17.1 of Mr Purves' evidence, the Council's Section 

32 (at paragraph 4.2.1) establishes the issues that the Council considers 

need to be managed in relation to glare. It is my view that the amendments 

made to the provisions of the proposal do not require an update to 

paragraph 4.2.1. The issues that need to be managed and reasons for 
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doing so have not changed. The change proposed relates to the method of 

addressing the issue (i.e. to the use of a more quantifiable standard).  

 

3.5 In relation to paragraph 17.4 of Mr Purves' evidence, the Section 32 report 

also describes the extent to which the operative plans generate consent 

applications and how many complaints there are in relation to glare or light 

spill. The Council can provide further information as to the complaints 

received should that be of assistance to the Panel. 

 

 Residential activities in non-residential zones 

 

3.6 I accept Mr Purves' view that the proposed rules do not appropriately 

address legacy or custodial residential activities in Industrial zones. 

Amendments to the further revised proposal will seek to address this 

matter. I suggest amending the terms "lawfully established dwelling" with 

"residential unit" and "habitable room" with "habitable space" to be more 

consistent with the terminology used elsewhere in the pRDP. I also agree 

that legacy custodial dwellings in Industrial zones should be exempt for the 

reasons set out in Mr Purves' evidence in sections 27 and 30. These 

changes will be reflected in the further revised proposal that will be 

provided to the Panel.  

 

 Allocation of zones into lighting environments 

 

3.7 Mr Purves questions at paragraph 25 why the Industrial Heavy Zone is a 

"high brightness" environment while the Industrial General and Industrial 

Park zones are "medium brightness" environments. I consider that this is 

consistent with the outcomes anticipated for the zones. For reference, 

these are:1 

 

Industrial Heavy Recognises and provides for industrial 

activities that generate potentially significant 

adverse effects on the surrounding 

environment (such as high levels of noise, 

odour and heavy traffic movements)… 

                                                                                                                                                              
1  Introduction Proposal 10.1 Content of the District Plan. 
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necessitating separation from more sensitive 

land use activities.  

Industrial General Recognises and provides for industrial 

activities that can operate in close proximity 

to more sensitive zones, such as residential 

areas, due to the nature and limited effects 

(such as noise, odour and traffic) of activities 

Industrial Park Recognises and provides for industrial 

activities in high technology and other similar 

industries that seek to locate in a high 

amenity environment… these activities have 

the potential to generate higher volumes of 

traffic… while having negligible effects in 

terms of noise, odour or the use and storage 

of hazardous substances.  

 

3.8 I consider that it is appropriate for the Industrial Heavy zone to sit in the 

most permissive lighting environment because consideration has already 

been given in the zoning to avoiding close proximity to residential areas. 

The Industrial General and Industrial Park zones both anticipate some 

interface with residential zones that would need to be managed to a higher 

degree than the Industrial Heavy zone.  

 

3.9 I note that in the international standards cited by Mr McKensey in his 

rebuttal evidence that industrial zones are generally LE2 or LE3 depending 

on whether they are in residential or rural areas. Therefore I consider that 

the allocation of zones into environments is consistent with the standards 

but that a more permissive standard (i.e. LE1) is appropriate for the 

Industrial Heavy zone recognising that it is already generally not in close 

proximity to residential areas.  
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 Reverse sensitivity 

 

3.10 While the Council accepts that there is a possibility that reverse sensitivity 

issues may occur2, no amendment is proposed to the Proposal for the 

following reasons: 

 

(a) it is onerous to require the receiver to manage glare from 

industrial activities. While there are some requirements for the 

receiver in terms of noise, these are limited to particular instances 

and areas (such as the port and airport) where specific noise 

effects have generally been modelled and in my view do not set 

any precedent or policy direction for the management of other 

effects, including light spill/glare; and 

(b) it is my view that activities generating light spill or glare should 

manage those effects on residential activities within residential 

zones, including new residential activities, and that a high quality 

lighting design should be able to achieve this.  

 

 Preamble to Rule 6.3.2.3.2 

 

3.11 Mr Purves seeks that the preamble to Rule 6.3.2.3.2 needs to be clear that 

it is the activity creating light spill that is subject to the relevant limits3. Mr 

Purves does not provide any suggested wording. It is my view that 

subclause (a) to that rule already does this and I do not recommend any 

amendments.  

 

 Extent of glare issue in road corridor 

 

3.12 Mr Purves questions at his paragraph 40 whether there is justification for 

including provisions managing glare in the road corridor. It is my view that 

while there would be relatively few instances where glare would create a 

significant danger for users of the road corridor, the consequence of such 

an occurrence could be severe. The intent of the rule is therefore to avoid 

such consequences through a quantifiable standard. It is my view that the 

                                                                                                                                                              
2
 Evidence of Andrew Purves for Lyttelton Port Company #2367 section 31 

3
 Ibid section 33 
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rule is appropriate in that context, and I rely on the expert evidence of Mr 

McKensey as to the appropriateness of the threshold selected. 

 

 Costs associated with the glare provisions  

 

3.13 Mr Purves at paragraph 42 raises a concern that the standards would 

require specialist expertise to measure and determine compliance with the 

Plan. Mr McKensey addresses this in his evidence. It is my understanding 

from Mr McKensey that the majority of larger scale developments will 

already require a professional lighting design and that the calculation of 

glare can be done in conjunction with the calculation of light spill without 

significantly increasing costs. I agree with Mr Purves, however, that this is 

potentially too onerous for small residential developments, particularly 

where the Plan does not define "outdoor artificial lighting". Therefore it 

would require specialist assessment even for minor lighting projects on 

individual residences.  

 

3.14 Canterbury Regional Council submitted seeking a definition of "lighting"4 

which I opposed in my evidence-in-chief, however on further consideration 

and in light of Mr Purves evidence, I see the merits of including a definition 

of "outdoor artificial lighting" in order to exclude small-scale lighting 

projects associated with individual residences. Wording for this definition 

will be included in a further revised proposal.  

 

 Scope of the provisions 

 

3.15 Mr Purves at paragraphs 43 - 46 of his evidence suggests that there are 

scope issues with the changes proposed through evidence in chief 

because the notified rule only applied to major or minor arterials. Mr 

Purves is not correct however, in his interpretation of the notified 

provisions: the activity specific standards in P1 did in fact apply to all roads 

as do the provisions in the revised proposal. It is my view, therefore, that 

there is no issue with the scope of the amendments. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
4  Canterbury Regional Council #2249.11. 
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25 February 2016 
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6.2 Outdoor Lighting and Glare 
 
Note: Wording in bold italics is shown for context only and will be notified and open for 
submission at a later date (to be confirmed).  [Christchurch City Council, #2123.2, page 2] 

 
6.3.1 Objectives and policies 
 
6.3.1.1 Objective – Outdoor Lighting and Glare [13.14.3.1.1] 

a.   Appropriate aArtificial [Crown #2387.8, p.29] outdoor lighting enables night-time 
work, rural production [Horticulture New Zealand, #2165.8, page 6] recreation, 
sport, entertainment, transportation and public health and safety while: 

i protecting ensuring effects on [Scentre #2332.22, page 5] residential, 
commercial, open space and rural amenity; and areas of natural, historic or 
cultural significance and the night sky are managed avoided, remedied or 
mitigated; and [Scentre #2332.22, page 5] 

ii avoiding interference with the safe operation of transport and 
infrastructure;  

iii making efficient use of energy; and [McDonalds #2297.17, page 7; et al.] 
iv preserving or enhancing night sky viewing opportunities. [Carter Group 

#2330.10, page 8] 
 
6.3.1.1.1 Policy – Enabling night-time activity while managing effects of artificial 

lighting [13.14.3.1.1.1] 
a.  Recognise and provide for artificial outdoor lighting for night-time activities and 

safety while managing the scale, timing, duration, design and direction of artificial 
lighting in a way that: 

i. minimises disturbance to the avoids, remedies or mitigates effects on the 
[Scentre #2332.23, page 5] rest or relaxation of residents; or any areas of 
natural, historic or cultural significance; 

ii. does not interfere with the safe operation of the transport network or aircraft;  
iii. is energy efficient; [McDonalds #2297.19, page 7; et al.] 
iv. minimises unnecessary light spill into the night sky. 

 

6.3.2 Rules 
 
6.3.2.1 How to use the rules [13.14.3.2.1] 
 
6.3.2.1.1 The Rules that apply to outdoor artificial lighting in all zones are contained 

in: 
  a. the Activity Status Tables in 6.3.2.2 
  b. the Built Form Standards in 6.3.2.3 
 
6.3.2.1.2 The following activities are exempted from section 6.3.2, the Outdoor 

Lighting and Glare rules: 
 a. temporary lighting associated with for the purposes of emergency 

response or other public safety vehicles or equipment including lighting 
from emergency response vehicles, lighting at the scene of an emergency, 
and lighting of emergency services facilities in response to an emergency; 
[Crown, #3721.1071-1073] 

 b. reflected glare from structures or vehicles; 
 c. glare from the lights of vehicles, trains, trams and aircraft; and 



 

 

 d. lighting and glare from the lights of traffic signals or and navigation aids. 
[Canterbury Regional Council, #2249.21, page 5] 

 
6.3.2.1.3 Illuminated signage that meets the permitted standards for artificial lighting 

in 6.3.2.3 will still need to comply with the controls on illuminated signage in 
6.8.3 and any relevant zone rules.  

 
6.3.2.1.3 The effects of outdoor artificial lighting shall be measured and assessed in 

accordance with Standard AS4282-1997 (Control of the obtrusive effects of 
outdoor lighting), except that luminous intensity for pre-curfew shall be 
measured and assessed in accordance with the AS4284 post-curfew 
methodology. Any calculation shall be based on a design maintenance 
factor of 1.0 (i.e. no depreciation), representing the worst case situation. 
[Evidence of Andrew Purves for Lyttelton Port Company #2367, paragraph 
32] 

 
6.3.2.2 Activity Status Tables 
 
6.3.2.2.1 Permitted Activities [13.14.3.2.2.1] 
 

Artificial outdoor lighting shall be a permitted activity where it complies with all 
relevant Activity Specific Standards set out in this table and all relevant Built Form 
Standards in 6.3.2.3.  
 
Activities may also be Restricted Discretionary or Non-complying as specified in 
Rules 6.3.2.2.3 and 6.3.2.2.5.  
 

Activity Activity Specific Standards 

P1 Outdoor artificial lighting a. All fixed exterior lighting shall be 
directed away from adjacent properties 
and roads with the exception of: 
i lighting directed at a private road or 

driveway located on the same site; 
and  

ii street lighting or other transport 
corridor lighting in the Transport 
Zone, which only needs to be 
directed away from properties.  

a. NIL 
[Lyttelton Port Company #2367.14] 

 
6.3.2.2.2 Controlled Activities [13.14.3.2.2.2] 
 

There are no Controlled activities.  

 
 
6.3.2.2.3 Restricted Discretionary Activities [13.14.3.2.2.3] 
 

The activities listed below are Restricted Discretionary Activities. 
 



 

 

Discretion to grant or decline consent and impose conditions is restricted to the 
Matters of Discretion set out in 6.3.3 for each standard, as set out in the following 
table. 

 

Activity The Council’s discretion shall 
be limited to the following 
Matters: 

RD1    Any outdoor artificial lighting not 
complying with Built Form Standard 
6.3.2.3.1  
 

a. Amenity – 6.3.3.1 
b. Transport Safety – 6.3.3.2 
c. Energy Efficiency – 6.3.3.3 
[Scentre #2332.27, page 6; et 
al] 

RD2 Any outdoor artificial lighting not 
complying with Built Form Standard 
6.3.2.3.2(b) Glare to Residences 

a. Amenity – 6.3.3.1 

RD3 Any outdoor artificial lighting not 
complying with Built Form Standard 
6.3.2.3.2(c) Glare to Motorists 
 
Any application arising from non-
compliance with this rule shall not be 
publically notified. Written approval 
may only be required from and limited 
notification shall only be to the road-
controlled authority. [Crown 
#2387.123, page 69] 
 

a. Transport Safety – 6.3.3.2 

RD2 Any outdoor artificial lighting not 
complying with the Activity Specific 
Standards for P1 
[Lyttelton Port Company #2367.14] 

a. Amenity – 6.3.3.1 
b. Transport Safety – 6.3.3.2 
 

RD3 Any activity in a zone adjoining the 
Transport Zone that results in a greater 
than 2.5 lux spill (horizontal or vertical) 
into any part of a major or minor 
arterial road or arterial route identified 
in Appendix 7.12. 
 
[Lyttelton Port Company #2367.14] 

a. Transport Safety – 6.3.3.2 
 

 
6.3.2.2.4 Discretionary Activities [13.14.3.2.2.4] 
 

There are no Discretionary activities.  

 
6.3.2.2.5 Non-Complying Activities [13.14.3.2.2.5] 
 

Activity 

NC1 Any activity that results in a greater than 2.5 lux spill (horizontal or 
vertical) into any land outside the Specific Purpose (Airport) Zone that is 
within 500m of the threshold of a runway at Christchurch International 
Airport.  



 

 

NC2 Any non-aeronautical ground lights in the areas shown in Appendix 6.7.4 
that shine above the horizontal. 

 
6.3.2.2.6 Prohibited Activities [13.14.3.2.2.6] 
 

There are no Prohibited activities.  

 
 
6.3.2.3 Built Form Standards 
 
6.3.2.3.1  Outdoor artificial lighting Light spill [13.14.3.2.3.1] 
 
 a. Any outdoor artificial lighting activity shall comply: 

i. with the outdoor lighting light spill standards in 6.3.2.3.1(c) relevant to 
the zone in which it is located and; 

ii. where the light from an activity spills onto another site in a zone with a 
more restrictive standard, the more restrictive standard shall apply to 
any light spill received at that site. [Progressives #2373.12] 

with the outdoor lighting light spill standards for any affected site in a 
zone with a lower standard whether or not there is a common boundary 
between the sites. 

Note: 
 Where a site is divided by a zone boundary, each part of the site shall be treated 

as a separate site for the purposes of Rule 6.3.2.3.1(a).  
 
 b. All standards for Rule 6.3.2.3.1 shall be measured at a point 2m inside the 

boundary of the site affected by the light spill. The added vertical illuminance from 
the use of artificial lighting must not exceed the limits in the table below when 
measured or calculated 2m within the boundary of any adjacent site containing a 
lawfully established dwelling residential unit [Evidence of Andrew Purves for 
Lyttelton Port Company #2367, paragraph 30]. The illuminance limit will apply at 
any height commensurate with the height of the receiving buildings. [Crown 
#2387.3] 

 
 c. Outdoor Lighting Light spill standards by zone 
 

                Zone(s) Permitted lux spill 
(horizontal and 
vertical) 
 

i. Coastal Zone 4.0 

ii. Commercial Central City Business 
Zone 
 

20.0 

ii. iii. Commercial zones, all other  10.0 

iii. 
iv. 

Guest Accommodation Zone 4.0 5.0 [Carter Group 
#3602.295] 

iii. v. Industrial Park Zone; 
Industrial General Zone 

10.0 

iv. 
vi. 

Industrial zones, all other 20.0 



 

 

v. 
vii. 

Open Space – Community Parks 
Zone; Open Space – Natural 
Zone;  
Open Space – Water and 
Margins Zone 

4.0 

vi. 
viii. 

Open Space zones, all other 10.0 

vii. 
ix. 

Papakainga Zone 4.0 

viii. 
x.  

Residential zones, all other  4.0 

ix. 
xi. 

Rural Quarry Zone 10.0 

x. 
xii. 

Rural zones, all other 4.0 10.0 [Horticulture 
New Zealand 
#2165.9] 

xi. 
xiii. 

Scheduled activities (chartered 
clubs; [Christchurch City 
Council, #2123, page 1(b)] 
taverns; fire stations; [Crown 
2387.5] service stations)  

10.0 

xii. 
xiv. 

Scheduled activities, all other 4.0 

xvi. 
xv. 

Specific Purpose (Cemetery) 
Zone;  
Specific Purpose (Hospital) 
Zone, except for the Specific 
Purpose (Central City Hospital) 
Zone;  
Specific Purpose (Schools) Zone;  
Specific Purpose (Tertiary 
Education) Zone; 
Specific Purpose (Flat Land 
Recovery) Zone 

4.0 

xvii. 
xvi. 

Specific Purpose (Central City 
Hospital) Zone; 
Specific Purpose (Landfill) 
Zone;  
[Crown #2387.4, page 27] 
Specific Purpose (Golf Resort) 
Zone;  
Specific Purpose (Ruapuna 
Motorsport Park) Zone;  
Specific Purpose (Styx Mill Road 
Transfer Station) Zone; 
Specific Purpose (Defence 
Wigram) Zone 

10.0 

xviii. 
xvii. 

Specific Purpose (Airport) Zone  20.0 



 

 

xix. Transport Zone 
Note: Exemptions from this 
standard can be found in 
6.3.2.1.  
 
[Lyttelton Port Company 
#2367.14] 

Activities in the 
Transport Zone must 
meet the standards of 
adjacent zones. 
Activities in other 
zones are not 
required to meet a 
standard with 
respect to the 
Transport Zone.  
 
Note:  
1. Rule 6.3.2.2.3 RD3 
also applies to zones 
adjacent to the 
Transport Zone.  
 

 
6.3.2.3.2  Glare 
 

a. Any outdoor artificial lighting activity shall comply with the Glare to 
Residents (6.3.2.3.2(b)) and Glare to Motorists (6.3.2.3.2(c)) standards for 
the lighting environments listed below: 
 
 

 Lighting Environment Zones 

i. LE1 High brightness 
environment 

Commercial Central City Business  
Industrial (except as below) 
Specific Purpose (Airport)  
Transport 

ii. LE2 Medium brightness 
environment 

Commercial (except as above) 
Guest Accommodation 
Industrial Park  
Industrial General 
Open Space (except as below) 
Rural Quarry 
Scheduled activities 
Specific Purpose (Central City 
Hospital, Golf Resort, Ruapuna 
Motorsport, Styx Mill Road Transfer 
Station, Defence Wigram) 

iii. LE3 Low brightness 
environment 

Coastal 
Open Space - Natural (except as 
below) 
Open Space - Water and Margins 
Open Space - Community Parks 
Papakainga 
Residential (except as above) 
Rural (except as above) 
Specific Purpose (Cemetery, Hospital 
(except Central City Hospital), 



 

 

Schools, Tertiary Education, Flat Land 
Recovery) 

iv. LE4 Intrinsically dark 
environment 

Open Space - Natural (on Banks 
Peninsula) 

 
b. Glare to Residents 

 
i. Glare resulting from the use of artificial lighting must not exceed 

the following limits when measured or calculated at the windows 
of habitable rooms of a lawfully established dwelling habitable 
space of a residential unit, except in an Industrial Zone; [Evidence 
of Andrew Purves for Lyttelton Port Company #2367, paragraph 
30]. 
 

 Luminous Intensity Limit  

LE1 LE2 LE3 LE4 

7am-10pm       25,000 cd 10,000 cd 7,500 cd 2,500 cd 

10pm-7am         2,500 cd 1,000 cd 500 cd 0 cd                       

 
 

c. Glare to Motorists 
i. Outdoor artificial lighting operating on any site between sunset 

and sunrise must not exceed a Threshold Increment limit of 15% 
on any road, calculated within each traffic lane in the direction of 
travel. 

 
 
[Lyttelton Port Company #2367.14] 
 
6.3.3 Matters of Discretion 
 
6.3.3.1 Amenity [13.14.3.3.1] 
 

a. The extent to which the timing, duration, direction, intensity, focus, design, height 
or type of lighting (e.g. moving or intermittent) create adverse effects on local 
amenity particularly where any of the above is likely to result in sleep disturbance 
or to restrict the reasonable use of outdoor living or recreation areas;  
i. Reference shall be made where appropriate to Australian Standards AS 4282 – 

1997 (Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting) to determine 
degrees of glare or discomfort and appropriate mitigation measures.  

b. Any measures taken to mitigate the effects in (a); 
c. Whether the artificial lighting is necessary for public safety or security;  
d. The consistency of the proposal with currently permitted background levels of 

artificial lighting in the receiving environment and the purpose, function and 
anticipated activities of affected zones;  

e. The likelihood of additional lighting contributing to cumulative adverse effects on 
residential, commercial, rural or open space amenity; 

f. Whether the timing, direction or design of the lighting contributes to avoidable or 
unnecessary light spill into the night sky, except in the Central City.   



 

 

g. The proximity of the proposed artificial lighting to and any potential adverse 
effects on any Site of Ecological Significance; Historic Heritage Item or Setting; 
Silent File area; Outstanding or Significant Natural Feature or Landscape; or Area 
of Outstanding, Very High or High Natural Character. 

 
6.3.3.2 Transport safety [13.14.3.3.2] 

a.  The risk of any artificial lighting or glare creating a distraction or other impediment 
to the safe operation of any vehicle the transport network, ships [Crown, 
#2387.126, page 69] or aircraft.   

 
6.3.3.3 Energy efficiency [13.14.3.3.3] 

a.  The extent to which the proposed lighting design makes use of energy efficient 
technology or effective light distribution; or otherwise minimises use of non-
renewable energy sources. [Scentre #2332.27, page 6; et al] 

 


